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Abstract

Level-of-detail is a concept well-known in com-
puter graphics to reduce the number of rendered
polygons. Depending on the distance to the
subject (viewer), the objects' representation
is changed. A similar concept is the cluster-
ing of sound sources for sound spatialization.
Clusters can be used to hierarchically organize
mixels and to optimize the use of resources, by
grouping multiple sources together into a single
representative source. Such a clustering process
should minimize the error of position allocation
of elements, perceived as angle and distance, and
also di�erences between velocity relative to the
sink (i.e., Doppler shift). Objects with similar
direction of motion and speed (relative to sink)
in the same acoustic resolution cone and with
similar distance to a sink can be grouped together.

Keywords: Sound spatialization, resource man-
agement, audio rendering, clustering, and human
perception

1 Introduction

Human interface resources can be classi�ed using
di�erent taxonomies. One such organization clas-
si�es according to resources provided by the com-
puter. Another is to classify by the ability of the
user to perceive information [OH93].

It is not necessary to compute (i.e., use sys-
tem resources) display data which the user can-
not perceive because of occlusion, masking, or
low level. Rendering devices have limited ca-
pabilities. A sound spatialization backend (e.g.,
Acoustetron) can render (i.e., put monaural sound
sources into three-dimensional space) only a lim-
ited number of mixels (e.g., eight channels) simul-
taneously. The responsibility of the resource man-
ager [HC97a] is to determine the set of computable
renderable data Rcomputation, which is a subset of
both Rdisplayable and Rperceivable.

Rcomputation � Rdisplayable \Rperceivable

Rdisplayable is the set of resources which are avail-
able for the display. Rperceivable is the set of re-
sources which the user can perceive. At a given
point in time, Rcomputation is optimal if there is
no larger set which ful�lls the requirements. This
is not necessarily the best solution over a long pe-
riod in time because allocated resources cannot be
freed immediately, so that in a dynamically chang-
ing scene, a non-optimal solution for a short time
period could give, on average, a better impression.

A sound spatialization resource manager
[HC97b] controls sound resources and optimizes
�delity (presence) under given conditions.

The basic idea of clustering [Her99a] is illus-
trated in Figure 1. Consider the cluster in the
upper left corner. The at ellipsoid surrounding
a sound source represents the radiation pattern.



The external vector denotes direction of motion
and speed of the object. Imagine two cars on a
road, chasing each other but not close to an ob-
server. Both move away from the sound sink in
the middle of the drawing. Similarly, the sources
clustered in the upper right corner are not moving
(imagine a group of people talking at a distance),
and can be easily represented as a single source
which mixes the signals of all sources in the clus-
ter. The other sound sources cannot be clustered
because they have di�erent motion direction or do
not �t into a single resolution cone (i.e., direction
would be perceived di�erently).

The required information regarding velocity and
moving direction is obtained via object monitor-
ing. The sources in the lower part of the Figure 1
cannot be clustered because of di�erent motion
direction (i.e., di�erent Doppler shift).

A visualization of the clustering algoritm intro-
duced in this paper can be found in [Her99b].

2 Clustering algorithm

The sound resource allocation algorithm described
in [HC97b] can be extended and improved by in-
troducing sound source clustering. Figure 2 shows
how clustering is included into the algorithm. The
previous algorithm is used for calculating the set
of audible sources, but does not evaluate the pri-
orities before clustering takes place. After cluster-
ing, priorities can be used to determine the set of
active source for audio rendering.

Clustering Algorithm 1 is presented in pseudo-
code. A sound source is added to a cluster if
the perceptual error between representative (i.e.,
virtual) sound source and all sound sources in
the cluster is smaller than an experimentally de-
termined threshold (e.g., using data obtained by
[MM90]). Error can be calculated for direction,
distance, and Doppler shift. A cluster is valid for
only one sink. Figure 3 shows an example in which
two sound sources are clustered together and rep-
resented by a representative sound source. The
sound sources are within the resolution cone of the
representative sound source. The resolution cone
shape varies depending on azimuth and elevation.
The ellipses axes of the cones denote error in az-
imuth and elevation. A generalizing of the data
suggests that the error in azimuth to the front is
small, growing larger to the sides, while error in el-

evation decreases at the sides. The back has much
higher error than the front.

Algorithm 1 Clustering algorithm for sound
sources
for each sink in sinks do
workSet ( sources of sink
while workSet is not empty do

add source from workSet to repSourceSet
remove source from workSet
for each source in workSet do
repSource( rep(repSourceSet + source)
if inLimits(sink,repSource,

repSourceSet + source)
then

add source to repSourceSet
remove source from workSet

end if

end for

add rep(repSourceSet) to repSources in-
cluding mixing data

end while

end for

Clustering Algorithm 1 converges quickly, be-
cause in the while loop, the workSet is reduced
in the worst case at least by one source. (The
number of steps for the while loop is

P
n

i=1 n� i =
1=2n(n+1).) The complexity is O(n2�m), where n
is the number of sound sources and m is the num-
ber of sound sinks. The algorithm is not optimal
in the sense that there might be another clustering
con�guration which has fewer clusters. An opti-
mal algorithm would calculate all possible con�g-
urations and would choose that con�guration with
the fewest clusters. minimize perceptual errors as
well as number of clusters
The rep function returns an aggregate sound

source for a set of sound sources. The position
of that representative source can be the centroid
(mean position) of the set.

rep(sources) =
1

n

nX

i=1

sourcei (1)

The boolean inLimits function returns true if
the sources are within the spatial not perceivable
limits (i.e., localization errors).

inLimits(sink; rep; sources) =
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Figure 1: Clustering of sources in resolution cone with similar moving direction and speed: the cluster
in the left upper corner shows two cars chasing each other in the distance in direction away from the
sink; the cluster in the right upper corner represents a stationary group of people talking; the other
sound sources cannot be clustered because of di�erent motion direction, or because they do not �t
into one resolution cone
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Figure 2: Clustering reduces the number of required spatialization channels; in a �rst retrieval step
ambient sources and sources which are not audible either by intensity or the sink is not in the audible
range are removed; in second step sources are sorted by priority; �nally the clustering algorithm
presented in this papers tries to minimize this set; in a �nal step sources which now might contain
representative source of clusters are selected and send to the spatialization backend



Figure 3: Two sound sources A and B are clustered together within the resolution cone of the represen-
tative virtual sound source C; Resolution cones denotes horizontal and vertical unsigned localization
errors for a broadband signal; ellipses axes denote error in azimuth and elevation



inDirection(sink; rep; sources) &

inDistance(sink; rep; sources) &

inDoppler(sink; rep; sources) (2)

The boolean inDirection function returns
true if the sources are in the resolution cone of
the representative for a given sink. The azimuth
and elevation limit values for the speci�c direction
of the representative are calculated by interpola-
tion of experimentally determined limit values.

The boolean inDistance function returns true
if sources are in the range limits of the represen-
tative for a given sink. The range limit values for
a speci�c distance are calculated by interpolation
of experimentally determined limit values.

The boolean inDoppler function compares the
Doppler shift of all sources relative to the Doppler
shift of the representative. If the di�erence in
Doppler shift is not perceivable, then the function
returns true. Again the limit values are based on
experimentally determined limit values.

3 Psychoacoustic evaluation of

the clustering algorithm

User studies can evaluate and validate the perfor-
mance of a sound spatialization system, including
a sound spatialization backend and a procedure for
sound spatialization resource management. Since
the developed resource management is based on
human perception, an evaluation using objective
tests would not measure its e�ectiveness. Test-
ing system performance using subjective tests is
not easy, and di�cult to reproduce because the
test conditions are di�cult to control. Auditory
experiments and results are comprehensively de-
scribed in [Bla96]. Subjects' abilities to localize
sound vary across subjects, experimental condi-
tions and tasks. Localization ability depends on
the stimulus surrounding sounds and room fea-
tures. Performance tests can only be done for
speci�c tasks of certain applications.

The validity of the presented clustering algo-
rithm can be demonstrated for speci�c con�gura-
tions. Here the same spatialization backend was
used, but spatialization was done with and with-
out clustering enabled.

3.1 Method

A scene with three sound sources was prepared.
A timed script activated the sound sources us-
ing midi commands. In this evaluation study, the
spatialization backend Acoustetron II was used.
As sound generator, 4 midi synthesizer Roland
SoundCanvas SC-55mkIIs were used. The sounds
were a bird (instrument 124), a telephone (instru-
ment 125), and a gun shot (instrument 128). The
sources were triggered with 500ms delay in be-
tween so that the onsets did not overlap. Two of
the midi synthesizers produced identical signals
for reverberation, which was passed via a mixer
to a reverberator Yamaha rev 500 as monaural
signal. The reverberant signal mixed with direc-
tionalized sound from the spatialization backend.
The con�guration of the reverberator was setup to
simulate a medium sized room. (Parameters were
E�ect only, 24ms predelay, 1 s reverb time high-
ratio 0.4, and er level 100.) The reverberator
improved externalization [Beg94, p. 97], and was
used to produce ambient sound for sound sources
which could not be spatialized.

stimuli spatial- number ambient
ization of sound
channels clusters sources

no restrictions 3 0 0

clustering 2 1 0

ambient 2 0 1

Table 1: Stimuli use of spatialization resources

stimuli label x y sound

no so. 1 7.87 -7.87 gun shot
restrict- so. 2 7.87 7.87 phone ringing
ions so. 3 7.87 11.81 bird call

cluster- so. 1 7.87 -7.87 gun shot
ing cl. 1 7.87 9.84 bird call and

phone ringing

ambient so. 1 7.87 -7.87 gun shot
so. 2 7.87 7.87 phone ringing
amb. - - bird call

Table 2: Stimuli source description (using the co-
ordinate system of the cre api)

Listening was done using headphones in an ane-



choic chamber. Five listeners participated. One
trial consisted out of a aba sequence. A stimuli
was either three sound source processed with three
spatialization channels (n), processed using the
developed clustering algorithm (c), or processed
using two spatialization channels and one sound
source was presented ambient (a). This is sum-
marized in Table 2 (coordinates are represented
using the cre api [CRE94]). The total number
of trials was 72; each stimulus combination was
presented 8 times. The nine trial combinations
are listed in Table 3. The listeners were asked to
rate the dissimilarity of the spatial imagery. They
marked \1" when the spatial images were judged
equal and \5" for the largest di�erence. The stim-
uli combinations with itself were included to check
if users response is randomly. Also the ratings for
a stimuli pair in di�erent order should give similar
ratings.

stim- abbre- �rst second
ulus viation

1 ncn non-restricted clustered
2 cnc clustered non-restricted
3 nan non-restricted ambient
4 ana ambient non-restricted
5 cac clustered ambient
6 aca ambient clustered
7 nnn non-restricted non-restricted
8 ccc clustered clustered
9 aaa ambient ambient

Table 3: Trial combinations

3.2 Results and discussion

The average ratings for all listeners for each stim-
uli are shown in Table 4. The mean ratings on
the diagonal show that not always the listener de-
tected that the same stimulus was presented three
times.

Average dissimilarity ratings regardless of or-
der of listening is shown in Figure 4. The average
dissimilarity for clustered and ambient processing
(ca) was 4.45, for non-restricted to ambient pro-
cessing (na) was 4.4375, and for non-restricted
to clustered processing was 2.2. The average dis-
similarly intercomparison of all three stimuli was
1.1917.

second
N C A

N 1.075 2.225 4.500
�rst C 2.175 1.000 4.375

A 4.375 4.525 1.500

Table 4: Dissimilarity between intervals: non-
restricted (n), clustered (c), and ambient (a)

Sound spatialization with no restrictions in the
number of spatialization channels or using cluster-
ing for (based on the speci�c con�guration) were
rated very dissimilar to the processing with one
ambient sound source. The dissimilarity judg-
ments between processing with no restrictions and
clustering were ranked half compared to the rat-
ings for ambient processing with the others.

Figure 4: Dissimilarity for non-restricted (n), clus-
tered (c), and ambient (a) processing

Assuming spatialization resource limitations
and speci�c con�guration, processing using clus-
tering improves the spatial imagery. Clustering,
as implemented, did not give the same spatial im-
age to processing without limitations.

4 Conclusion

The advantages and disadvantages of clustering
can be summarized as:

� far better use of spatialization resources,

� freeing resources for other tasks such as visu-
alization,



� improved spatialization �delity in case of lim-
ited resources,

� perceptual artifacts might occur during
switching (source assignment to di�erent
cluster),

� costs for mixing the audio streams might re-
duce the gains through clustering, and

� sound spatialization errors might occur
through averaging object attributes.

The clustering algorithm applies psychoacoustic
data (localization errors dependent on listener ori-
entation) as optimization criteria. The advantages
and disadvantages were discussed. The developed
sound spatialization resource manager improves
spatialization �delity under runtime constraints.
Application programmers and virtual reality scene
designers are freed from the burden of assigning
and predicting the sound sources.

The algorithm is implemented within the Sound
Spatialization Framework [Her98] which is freely
available as binary distribution.

5 Future research

The resolution cones used in the experiments were
based on localization errors for a broadband sig-
nal. In case of voice signals, expected localization
errors are higher. Using this information for the
clustering algorithm can improve the e�ectiveness
of the resource management process. The e�ec-
tiveness of the cluster algorithm was only evaluate
for one static con�guration using a controlled lis-
tening experiment. For further evaluation, other
con�gurations, including spatialization backends
based on di�erent technology are required.
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